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Abstract—We present a photonic-assisted arbitrary waveform
generation for uplink applications in beyond 5G taking advantage
of low frequency technology and it has a potential to upgrade
signal frequency from MHz to more than tens GHz retaining the
high ENOB of conventional low frequency electrical technology
competitive to the state of the arts of tens GHz class AWG. In
machine-to-machine communications over uplink traffic as one
of application scenario examples, massive multi-data should be
accommodated and be conveyed to beyond GHz region in the
era of beyond 5G. The proposed photonic assistance for temporal
waveform compression has a potential to upgrade signal frequency
from MHz to more than tens GHz retaining the high ENOB of the
low frequency technology and surpass the state of the arts of tens
GHz class AWG. We successfully demonstrate the principle of the
proposed approach in experiment and the potential of achievable
ENOB over 12 bit at 50 GHz in simulation.

Index Terms—Arbitrary waveform generator, beyond 5G,
digital-to-analog converter, massive machine-to-machine commu-
nications, optical signal processing.

I. INTRODUCTION

TO BREAK through various barriers in the mobile fifth
generation (5G) and beyond 5G, it is said that untapped

resources and technologies should be re-examined from the
earliest stages of design [1]. Ultra-wideband carriers have a
large impact on baseband (BB) processing systems, especially
digital-to-analog converters (DACs) and analog-to-digital con-
verters (ADC) [2]. With an eye on the future demand on such
extreme wideband carriers, various photonic approaches for
DAC and ADC have been pursued thus far [3]–[9]. We have
also investigated several photonic approaches for ADC [10]–
[19] and DAC [20]. For example, new services offered by 5G
and beyond 5G enlarges the uplink to downlink ratio, related
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to the increasing accessibility demand of cloud services from
massive machine-to-machine (M2M) communications over up-
link traffic [21], [22]. Multiple data from massive users share
the same radio resources and is multiplexed in an orthogo-
nal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) signal. Such an
OFDM signal must be migrated to that in beyond-GHz region,
and ROF-based uplink requires a high-performance arbitrary
waveform generator (AWG) offered by GHz-class electrical
DACs. However, several issues, including the analog resolution,
cost, and power consumption become critical as the signal
frequency rises beyond GHz [23]. Photonic AWGs using the
spectral-domain and time-domain spectral shapers (SDSS and
TDSS) are well-investigated [24]–[29] and are originally used
for ultrafast optical arbitrary waveform synthesis. Although
they can provide THz-class ultrafast optical signals, which are
electrically impossible to generate, there are still issues that need
to be resolved for the 5G and beyond 5G applications. SDSS
exhibit some issues in spectral shaping devices, including the
limited spectral resolution, slow refresh rate, bulky size, and
high cost [28]. TDSS has a close relationship with photonic
time stretch technique which is usually considered to be used in
ADC to reduce the requirement of sampling rate by stretching
the signal [30], [31]. After stretching the signal, an electrical
modulator can treat it as a time-domain spectral shaper. Most
TDSS aim at the THz-class ultrafast optical signal generation
after Fourier transform using dispersion, but it is not suitable
for the next-generation GHz-class signals in 5G and beyond 5G
applications. An unbalanced architecture has been proposed to
apply TDSS to GHz-class microwave frequency multiplication,
instead of THz-class ultrafast optical signal generation [32],
[33]. However, since all previous schemes rely on the GHz-class
electrical technology, the inherent issues of analog resolution,
cost, and power consumption remain pertinent. Since the root
of the above issues emerges from the technical limits of the
state-of-the-art GHz-class electrical technology, the AWG de-
velopment cannot overcome the trade-off relationship among
the above issues as long as it relies on the GHz-class electrical
technology.

In this paper, we propose a photonic-assisted AWG for up-
link applications in beyond 5G using the advantage of ma-
tured MHz-class low-frequency technology, which can provide
overwhelming competitiveness in analog resolution, cost, and
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Fig. 1. The conceptual diagram of the proposed photonic-assisted AWG.

Fig. 2. Application scenario example for massive data and users over uplink
traffic and their migration to beyond-GHz region.

power consumption except signal frequency, the only advan-
tage of the GHz-class AWG, as shown in Fig. 1. The point is
exploitation of latent benefits in low-frequency technology in
beyond-GHz region so that it could be one possible solution in
the development of high-frequency AWGs. In our approach, a
low-frequency AWG is an essential component to provide bene-
fits in low-frequency technology. To the best of our knowledge,
beyond GHz-class AWG using the MHz-class low-frequency
technology with photonic assistance based on chirped pulse
compression is first proposed to remodel it to obtain competitive
performances in signal frequency, as well as analog resolution,
cost, and power consumption.

II. PRINCIPLE OF PHOTONIC-ASSISTED ARBITRARY SIGNAL

GENERATION FOR UPLINK APPLICATIONS IN BEYOND 5G

A. Application Scenario Example

Here, we take an M2M communication as one of application
scenario examples which assumes massive data and users over
uplink traffic, as shown in Fig. 2. Data is gathered on a base
station from massive users and an OFDM signal is generated so
that each user be allocated to each OFDM subcarrier by a digital
signal processor (DSP) and an AWG. The data signal is digitally
processed for segmentation and tuning so as to accommodate it
in the stretched carrier pulse according to the length of signal.
The generated OFDM signal is migrated to that in beyond-GHz

Fig. 3. The proposed configuration for the photonic-assisted GHz-class AWG
utilizing the advantages of ENOB, cost, and power consumption in MHz class
low frequency technology and chirped pulse compression.

region with photonic assistance. Since signals become sparse
in beyond-GHz region after signal compression, the produced
temporal free space in a frame could be used for accommodation.
When the number of massive users exceeds that of the OFDM
subcarriers, such a produced temporal free space can be used for
accommodation of overflowing data and users. In addition, when
considering various use cases in beyond 5G [34], a single AWG
in each edge subsystem (e.g., Remote Radio Head: RRH) is not
required to fill all the temporal free space because a large number
of signals from massive edge subsystems should be bundled
again and sent to the backhaul. For example, considering several
tens GHz RoF based fronthaul serving a large number of users
located at different locations within the cell, a large number of
signals will be sent to a baseband unit (BBU) pool from edge
subsystems like RRHs in the front hall and these signals will
be bundled together and sent to the back hall. These signals
are bundled again and sent to the backhaul at the BBU pool,
where all the space should be finally filled. This requires an
additional signal processing for aggregation of multi-data from
vast multi-user information. With beyond GHz-class technology
complex multi-data aggregation is almost impossible, but with
MHz-class low-frequency technology it could be possible. The
photonic assistance based on chirped pulse compression only
have to convey the processed result with a DSP and an AWG in
a MHz-region to beyond-GHz region.

B. Photonic-Assisted Beyond-GHz-Class AWG With
Exploitation of Latent Benefits in Low-Frequency Technology

Fig. 3 shows the proposed configuration of the photonic-
assisted GHz-class AWG using MHz-class low-frequency AWG
and chirped pulse compression. It consists of two components,
(1) low-frequency signal processing and (2) photonic assistance.
The performance of the proposed photonic-assisted beyond-
GHz-class AWG essentially relies on the advantages of the used
MHz class low frequency AWG. While the power consump-
tion of AWG in the region over several tens GHz for beyond
5G at least exceeds several hundred W, that of the proposed
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system in low-frequency region does not exceed it including
additional active components such as optical modulators and
erbium doped-fiber-amplifiers (EDFAs). In fact, USB powered
optical devices such as a EDFA (e.g., AEDFA-13 Mini, amonics)
comes to be available whose power consumption is less than
a few tens W. We used the MHz region as a working space
because AWGs in this region are free from the mentioned issues
except frequency. It consists of two different linear dispersive
elements with different dispersion amounts of D1 and D2, a
low-frequency EO modulator, an MHz-class electrical AWG,
and a high-frequency PD. While this asymmetric configuration
aims at the microwave frequency tunability using the GHz-class
electrical technology [32], [33], our proposed configuration aims
at solving the above issues employing the advantages of the
MHz-class low-frequency electrical technology [35], [36]. In
our scheme, the seed pulse is first stretched by a dispersive
element with the dispersion amount of D1 for wavelength-to-
time mapping in the MHz region, which converts the temporal
waveform of a seed optical pulse into a longitudinal mapped
spectrum wave as a result of an approximate Fourier transform. A
photonic time stretch technique is well known and it can achieve
wavelength-to-time mapping using wavelength dispersion [37]
and it is used just before the part of (1) low-frequency signal
processing in our scheme in Fig. 3. Since it enables for the
optical pulse spectrum to be transformed to the corresponding
temporal waveform, it can be used for a high-speed spectro-
scopic technique [38]. In addition, when a wide-bandwidth RF
waveform is superimposed on the stretched optical pulse via an
E/O modulator, its ultrafast temporal waveform can be stretched
furthermore so that the subsequent narrow bandwidth electrical
receiver could treat it [39]. The optical spectral shape mapped
along with the longitudinal temporal direction can be modulated
using a low-frequency EO modulator and an electrical AWG in
the MHz region. When a seed optical pulse with an unmodulated
initial spectrum (e.g., a rectangle shape spectrum) is prepared
as a long pulse of sub-μs temporal width, an arbitrary electrical
waveform can be superimposed on the optical spectral shape
mapped along with the longitudinal temporal direction, ideally
as it is. The modulated optical spectrum is subsequently com-
pressed by the 2nd dispersive element with a dispersion amount
of D2 different from the 1st dispersive element. The frequency
of the modulated analog signal is raised by D1/(D1 + D2)
times. Since the mapped waveform is analogously preserved as a
similar compressed version of the original electrical waveform,
it can realize the performance in the GHz region retaining at
least the same level as those of the MHz-class electrical AWG.
Fig. 4 shows the change in the spectrum of the OFDM signal
before and after signal compression. The general OFDM signal
E can be written as the following expression.

E (t) =

N−1∑

n=0

[an cos {2π (νc + nν0) t}

−bn sin {2π (νc + nν0) t}] , (1)

where an and bn are data symbols of the n th subcarrier and νc
and ν0 are the carrier frequency and the subcarrier frequency

Fig. 4. The proposed asymmetric configuration of the time-domain optical
pulse shaping approach for radio frequency or microwave arbitrary waveform
synthesis.

interval. After compression, not only the bandwidth but also the
carrier frequency will be multiplied by M factor accordingly.
Therefore, the superimposed signal before compression should
be synthesized so that both the bandwidth and carrier frequency
could be adopted to those for beyond 5G after compression.
For example, when we assume a 50 GHz-band OFDM signal
with a 1GHz frequency interval after 250-fold compression, an
original OFDM signal with a 200 MHz carrier frequency and a
4MHz frequency interval should be synthesized. The frequency
interval of several MHz is achievable using the current C-FBG
technology which can provide sub-micro second pulse with a
couple of tens nm bandwidth optical pulse.

III. EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION

We verified the principle of our approach using a sinusoidal
signal and a QPSK-modulated OFDM signal in experiment.

A. Migration of an MHz-Class Signal to That in the GHz
Region

We verified preliminary signal compression for the migra-
tion of an MHz-class signal to that in the GHz region using
a sinusoidal signal. Fig. 5 shows the experimental setup for
the preliminary verification of the migration of a MHz-class
signal. The short optical pulse from the MLFL (Calmar FPL-
M2CFF-OSU-01) is first stretched to the MHz region by a single
mode fiber (SMF) with the dispersion amount of 480 ps/nm.
Then, the stretched pulse is modulated by a 300-MHz sinusoidal
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Fig. 5. The proposed asymmetric configuration of the time-domain optical
pulse shaping approach for radio frequency or microwave arbitrary waveform
synthesis.

Fig. 6. Experimental results of (a) the waveform generated by superimposing a
sinusoidal waveform of 300 MHz and (b) the compressed waveform of 2.4 GHz.

wave. The modulated stretched pulse in the MHz region is
subsequently compressed to higher-frequency regions by two
dispersion-compensating fibers (DCFs) with a different disper-
sion of −420 ps/nm.

The generated waveforms are measured by a digital oscillo-
scope (Tektronix DSA70404B) via a PD. Fig. 6(a) and (b) show
the experimental results before and after compression. They
agree well with the expected compressed ratio given by 8,
and they are compressed from 300-MHz to 2.4-GHz sinusoidal
waves, respectively.

Fig. 7. The proposed asymmetric configuration of the time-domain optical
pulse shaping approach for radio frequency or microwave arbitrary waveform
synthesis.

Fig. 8. Measured waveform of stretched pulse before superimposing a signal.

B. Signal Quality Examination After Migration Using
QPSK-Modulated Optical OFDM Signal

We examine the signal quality performance during the migra-
tion of an MHz-class signal using a QPSK-modulated optical
OFDM signal. Fig. 7 shows the experimental setup for the same.
The short optical pulse from the MLFL (Calmar FPL-M2CFF-
OSU-01) is first frequency-divided via a PPG and a Mach-
Zehnder-modulator (MZM) at a frequency division ratio of 1/30
and stretched to MHz region by a single mode fiber with the
total dispersion amount of −1970 ps/nm. A PPG-driven MZM
extracts pulses at constant temporal intervals, thereby decreasing
a repetitive frequency of a pulse train at a frequency division
ratio of 1/30 because the maximum synchronous frequency of
our AWG is 1 MHz. A QPSK-modulated optical OFDM signal
was synthesized and stored in an MHz-class AWG (Tektronix
AWG610) and superimposed to the stretched optical pulse
through an MZM with an RF amplifier one by one. The stretched
pulse is modulated with 256 patterns waveforms corresponding
to a QPSK modulated 4-subcarriers whose frequency interval
ν0 =20 MHz. All 256 waveforms are superimposed via an AWG
and a MZM one by one and each waveform is switched after
waveform measurement. In this experiment, assuming νc =
ν0 for simplicity in (1), the superimposed signal E corresponds
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Fig. 9. Measured waveforms of the (a) original QPSK-modulated optical
OFDM signal, (b) compressed signal by a factor of 9.4, and FFT spectra of
(c) original QPSK-modulated optical OFDM signal, (d) compressed signal by a
factor of 9.4.

Fig. 10. Constellation diagrams of the measured waveforms (a) before and (b)
after signal compression.

to the sum of OFDM subcarrier fields detuned from the central
frequency νc.

The modulated stretched pulse in the MHz region is sub-
sequently compressed to higher-frequency regions by two
dispersion-compensating fibers with different dispersions of
+480 ps/nm and +1280 ps/nm, respectively. The waveforms
are measured by a digital oscilloscope (Tektronix DSA70404B)
via a PD. Fig. 8 shows a measured waveform of a stretched
pulse before superimposing a signal without an ideal flat shape.
The unflattend pulse shape would be distorted the output signal
but can be pre-compensated a synthesized signal before signal
superimposing in the digital domain using the monitored un-
flattened pulse shape. In this experiment, since our AWG is
not responding to such a real time operation, this distortion
of the stretched pulse is post-compensated for signal quality
evaluation using the differential value between the ideal and
original waveforms.

Fig. 9(a) and (b) show the measured waveforms before and
after signal compression of a QPSK-modulated optical OFDM
signal for evaluating effective number of bit (ENOB) as one of
signal quality metrics. In the QPSK-modulated optical OFDM
signal, four QPSK phase shifts of 45°, 135°, 225°, and 315°
are assigned in order of the frequency of the OFDM subcarrier.
Since all compressed waveforms are measured one by one and
each waveform is switched after waveform measurement, no
spectral width broadening is observed in the spectra of QPSK
signals. They agree well with the expected compressed ratio of
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Fig. 11. Simulation results for achievable ENOB evaluation using ideal
MHz-class modulation; waveforms (a) before and (b) after signal compression,
(c) phase noise spectrum suffered from thermal and shot noises after signal
compression and O/E conversion.

9.4. The ENOB and signal-to-noise and distortion ratio (SINAD)
are given by,

ENOB = (SINAD − 1.76) /6.02 (2)

SINAD = (Ps + Pn + Pd) / (Pn + Pd) , (3)

where Ps, Pn, and Pd are the powers of signal, noise, and
distortion, respectively. ENOB can be estimated from SINAD,
measured over subcarriers and determined from the fast Fourier
transform (FFT) spectrum of the measured signal, and Fig. 9(c)
and (d) show the FFT spectra before and after signal compres-
sion. From these results, the ENOBs are evaluated to 4.836 bit

Fig. 12. Constellation diagrams of the waveforms (a) in digital domain and
(b) after DCF-based compression.

Fig. 13. Operating frequency dependencies of achievable ENOB for 10 GHz
signal generation and C-FBG loss amount for different pulse stretch and com-
pression.

and 4.718 bit, respectively. While the ENOB of the original
signal before signal compression is not very high due to a severe
distortion from the uncompensated nonlinearity of MZM at a
low-frequency region, these results show that the signal quality
is almost preserved after signal compression.

After all waveforms are measured one by one using an os-
cilloscope, the data symbols of 4 subcarriers are demodulated
by Fourier transforming the measured waveforms because the
superimposed signal E corresponds to the sum of OFDM sub-
carrier fields detuned from the central frequency νc. Fig. 10(a)
and (b) display the constellation diagrams from the measured
waveforms before and after signal compression to evaluate the
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performance of QPSK modulation. From these constellation
diagrams, the EVM values before and after signal compression
are estimated to 12.64% and 13.64%, respectively. These results
show that the signal quality is almost preserved after signal
compression.

IV. DISCUSSION

While recent electronics technology might not have serious
problems in a few-GHz-order region but it is no longer simply
scalable to the beyond GHz-order region. In fact, it is reported
that around 1GHz would be the change-point from linear to
exponential increase of power consumption [40]. On the other
hand, this system has a potential to be scalable to the beyond
GHz-order region but our experimental equipment unfortunately
did not permit measurement in such a region; therefore, we eval-
uated the performance of signal generation in beyond GHz-order
region by simulations.

A. Achievable ENOB Using Ideal MHz-Class Modulation

We assume the sinusoidal signal of 100 MHz generated from
a low-frequency AWG and the AWG’s ENOB is set to 16 bit
which is the typical maximum ENOB in commercial MHz-class
AWGs. The optical short pulse with 25-nm bandwidth radiating
from the MLFL is first stretched to the MHz region by a dis-
persion element with the dispersion amount of −2000 ps/nm.
The sinusoidally modulated stretched pulse in the MHz re-
gion is subsequently compressed into the sinusoidal signal of
50 GHz by another dispersion element with the dispersion of
+1996 ps/nm, and the expected compressed ratio is given by
500. Fig. 11(a) and (b) show the waveforms before and after
signal compression. Fig. 11(c) shows the phase noise spectrum
suffering from thermal and shot noises after signal compression
and O/E conversion. From Fig. 11(c), the ENOB is estimated
as 12.38 bit. Despite the degradation and reduction from 16 to
12.38 bit, it could still retain high ENOB, which is competitive
with the state-of-the-art of tens of GHz-class AWGs.

B. Achievable Signal Quality After Migration Using
QPSK-Modulated Optical OFDM Signal in Beyond GHz
Region

We examine the achievable signal quality performance af-
ter migration using QPSK-modulated optical OFDM signal in
beyond GHz region by simulation. All 256 patterns waveforms
corresponding to a QPSK modulated 4-subcarriers were digitally
synthesized and compressed one by one. In this simulation,
we synthesized an original OFDM signal with a 200 MHz
carrier frequency and a 4MHz frequency interval so that a
50 GHz-band OFDM signal with a 1GHz frequency interval
could be generated after 250-fold compression using a 25 nm-
bandwidth optical pulse. Here, we assume a SMF with the
dispersion amount of 12500 ps/nm and a DCF with a dispersion
of −12450 ps/nm.for stretching and compressing, respectively.
The compressed signals are detected by a PD and demodulated in
OFDM standard demodulation to exploit the correlation between
even and odd frequency components and Fourier transform.
Fig. 12(a) and (b) display the constellation diagrams of original

signals in digital domain and received signals after DCF-based
compression, respectively. From these constellation diagrams,
the EVM value after DCF-based compression are estimated to
474%. These results show that signal quality deterioration could
be well prevented in beyond GHz region.

C. Appropriate Operating Frequency Region

Low-frequency AWGs and dispersing devices are critical
devices that determine the achievable ENOB by the proposed
method. In general, the lower the operating frequency of MHz-
class AWGs decreases, the higher its ENOB increases. On the
other hand, a chirped fiber Bragg grating (C-FBG) are often used
as a large dispersion device, but stretching an optical pulse to sev-
eral hundred ns, equivalent to a signal of several MHz, requires
the cascaded use of many C-FBGs. As the number of required
C-FBGs increases, insertion loss increases and degradation of
the achievable ENOB by the proposed method increases. For
example, insertion loss of more than 12 dB is caused in the
case of a commercially available large-dispersion C-FBG of
10000 ps/nm which can stretch an optical pulse with a bandwidth
of 20 nm to 200 ns equivalent to a 5 MHz signal. This suggests
that there is a break-even point in the achievable ENOB and it
determines the appropriate operating frequency region by the
proposed method. Here, we estimate the achievable ENOB for
10 GHz signal generation when we employ three different types
of MHz-class AWGs whose operating frequencies with their
ENOBs are 5 MHz with 16 bit, 50 MHz with 14 bit, and 500 MHz
with 12 bit. Fig. 13 shows the chart with two vertical axes for
the achievable ENOB for 10 GHz signal generation on the left
and the C-FBG loss amount for pulse stretch and compression
on the right. From Fig. 13, the appropriate operating frequency
of a MHz-class AWG would be 50 MHz to achieve the highest
ENOB for 10 GHz signal generation.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we firstly proposed a photonic-assisted arbi-
trary waveform generation for uplink applications in beyond
5G taking advantage of low frequency technology which can
provide overwhelming competitiveness in analog resolution,
cost, and power consumption except signal frequency. The
photonic assistance for temporal waveform compression has
a potential to upgrade signal frequency from MHz to more
than tens GHz retaining the high ENOB of the low frequency
technology and surpass the state of the arts of tens GHz class
AWG. The principle of the proposed approach was verified in
experiment and achievable ENOB is evaluated to over 12 bit at
50 GHz in simulation. The key to future improvement of the
achievable ENOB in experiment is reduction of insertion loss in
dispersion devices and compensation of nonlinearity of MZM
at a low-frequency region.
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